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ABSTRACT
A theoretical one-dimensional analysis of a hot gas
stream indicsitos that a stagnation p^ess^lre rise may be
attained by the evaporation of 'v/ater in the stream for
suporsonlo and subsonic flow. An aerothenriopressor is a
gas pumping'; device operating on this principle. The purpose
of this investigation is to obtain experimentally in a sir.all
scale test, data on the operating characteristics of the
aerothermopi^essor for use in the design of an effective
working nodel, -^xie pr«'^.ctical applici-tion of an aerothei^io-
presaor is its use as a mesjis of improving the efficiency
of a gas turbine. The ptanping effect of the device woiild
permit a lower turbine back pressure than could be obtained
froia conventional atmospheric exhaust*
Experiments were conducted on test equipment consisting
of a hot ras source, a c:;nver£;ing-diverging nozzle for
acceleration of tho heated ^as, a 36" - 1,525" I.D, constant
area ovaporetion section and an exit tank. Flow was established
by means of a laboratory air ejector. Data was raeasvired with
this apparatus at I-ach nurr.bers in the region of 2,0 and 0,4
at inlet teraperaturee up to ISOOOi:, with varying raters and
positions of axial vv&ter injection, vVith the aid of theoretical
analysis, efforts were laade to deteniilno the effect on
operation of teriporature, rate and position of injection,
amount of evaporation and the influence of friction,
Tne small diameter of the test section and absence of a
dlffuser introduce losses which preclude a net staj^nation
pressure rise. However, the injection and evaporation of
water was observed to appreciably raise the exit stagnation
pressure above tho pressure attainable without water injection.
Subsonic runs demcnstrntod a greater ejsioiint of evaporation per
unit ien^^th and greater capacity for evaporation than the
supersonic runs. In either case a length of appro:4lmately
four feet is necessary to port'iit complete evaporation at
satn^oted exit conditions, Wall friction effects in sraall
dl. meter test sections are critical. Tho effective friction
factor increases with rat© of Injection and varies ¥/ith length
within the test section. The zaean friction factor in wet nms
u&Y «*xceed tho iry run value by 50^-.
''1,1'V^

I'lirther tests at higher subsonic Mach niJinber, utilizing
a converging nozzle, and test section i'.wice the present
diameter are recommended. They are considered possible with
present laboratory facilities.
The success of a full scale aerothermopressor is believed
limited principally by wall frictl-^^-i. The promise of wall
friction reduction with increased evaporation section diameter
is encouraging.
Thesis Supervisor: A. H, Shapiro
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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An aero the rrnopres SOP""' Is a device desifaied to raise the
stagnation pressure of a gas stream by lowering the
stagnation temperature through the evaporation oi" a liquid.
It is, in effect, a punp with no moving parts. The promise
of such a device is demonstrated by Shapiro and Hawthorne{l)
,
They further point out that this effect cannot be expected
with a heat exchanger, since the inherent nature of friction
and heat transfer as seen from the Reynolds Analogy, makes
any net stagnation pressure rise impossible,
Shapiro and "VadleighCS) have analyzed the constant area,
constant pressure, constant Mach ni:imber, and constant
temperature processes as applied to the aerothermopressor.
Hawkins and I.iowell(5) have obtained data for the supersonic
constant temperature car^e, and Templeton and V/ish(4) provided
a theoretical analysis of the results. Currji^) has obtained
data for the subsonic constant area .recess,
A suggested application of this device is its use in
increasing the efficiency of a gas turbine Installation by
virtue of its pumping effect. An aerothermopressor fitted
to the discharge of such a turbine would permit expansion
of the turbine gases to belov/ atmospheric pressure. The
power required to return the
,
as to atmospheric pressure in
such an installation would be provided by the relatively
inexpensive evaporation of \7ater.
"This device is termed an aerothermoprex in some other studies.
All superscripts noted thus refer to references in thebibliography of the. appendix.
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TMs Investigation covered the sinal3. .scale test of an
aerother-mopressor with a constant area tect section at both
supersonic and subsonic flov/ rates. Since no previous data
had been obtained on the constant area supersonic process,
this investigation was conducted with that as a principle
objective. However, the expsriraental installation was so
designed as to permit both supersonic and subsonic tests.
It is noted that the process chosen is not that su,c;gested
by Shapiro and Hav/thorn^d) for optimum performance. Further,
the frictional effects in such a small scale model, and the
absence of a suitably designed dlff acser at the test section
exit introduce losses which preclude any net stagnation
rise in the apparatus. However, since the major concern
was the study of effects, rather than successful operation
as an aerothermopressor, the constant area process was chosen
as most suitable for evaluation of the effects of the various
process variables. Specif'ically, it was desired to obtain
data relating the effects of the position of v/ater injection,
initial p^as stream temperat-'jue, rate of water injection, rate
of evaporation and friction. It is expected that this inform-
ation v/ill be utilized in the suhsequent design of a full




The design of the test apparatus embodied a compromise
between the available air ejector capacity of the Gas Turbine
Laboratory and the desire to obtain both subsonic and super-
sonic data frori a single nozzle-test section design.
For the purpose of this Investigation, the exhaust gases
from a propane gas f-ornace were used as the hot gas source
and the air ejector vms used to provide the dov/ns tream
subsonic pressure. It was decided to use a circular cross-
section test section, and to raake the diariieter as large as
practical within the mass flow rate limits of the furnace
and air ejector to minimize friction losses. It v/as further
decided to make the test section as long as possible, within
the limits of choking In supersonic flow, to permit maximum
evaporation. The selection of a Hach number for supersonic
operation dictated the area ratio of the throat and test
section and consequently fixed the maximum subsonic Mach
number at which the test section could operate. The super-
sonic llach nui.iber selection also dictated the permissible
length of tost section that could be used free of choking.
Prom, previous test data(^), the gas furnace was iinown to
have a capacity of about 0.2 pounds of air per second at
1500^ Ranlcine. The air ejector pressure for this mass flow
was 2.0 psia. Calculated friction losses from the ejector
to the test section was 0.5 psia, Tnis made available a
14 psia drop across the nozzle and test section which
provided adequate operating m.argin.

Table I in the appendix indicates the analysis made to
determine the length of test section, mass rate of flow and
test section Mach number. Prom this analysis, which is
amplified in Appendix A, the follovirinr: characteristics vvere
used for the nozzle and test section?
Mass Rate of Flow 0.214 lbs. of air/second
Test Section Supersonic l.^ach number 2.0
Diameter of Tost Section 1.525"
A/A-::- Ratio 1.6875
Tlie characteristics permitted operating the nozzle and test
section in subsonic flow at a Mach number of 0.5.
B, Operatinr; -Equipment
;
The equipment used to obtain data is shown in Figure I.
Pif'/ore II is a aiagrammatic sketch of the test setup with
indicated flow symbols. The actual aerotherraopressor
consists of the nozzle, test section and water injection
apparatus; all other equipment is incident to operation and
jj^
data measurement. The temperature of the exiiaust gases v/as
f varied by means of the pressure control valve at the propane
/ bottle. Operation was restricted to the IIOOO-15000 Rankine
f
j* range to simulate gas turbine outlet conditions although
higher temperatures were attainable. The hot gases flowed
from the furnace into the upper stagnation chamber, through
the nozzle and through the vertical test section (1.525" I,D,
copper-nickel seamless tubing). From the test section, the
gases flov/ed through the loY/cr stagnation chamber to the








The upper stagnation chamber housed the w;.ter injection
tube -a 1" stainless steel tube with six 6" long 0.025" I«D,
hypodermic tubes in the end. The injection tube v/as adjustable
axially and could be positioned to give water injection at
various positions from entrance to the exit of the nosszle.
The water spray between the lower stagnation chamber and
the ejector tan: v/as used in the subsonic runs to obtain more
precise control of test section exit pressure. The air
ejector tank served as a water collection timlc and was drained
by gravity head to the laboratory basement sump.
G» Instrumentation!
Chrorael-Alumel thermocouples were used for measuring the
temperatures in the upper and lovrer stagnation chambers. The
junction of the upper stagnation chamber thermocouple was
shielded by a thin C.R.S, cylinder but the junction of the
lower stagnation chamber thermocouple was unshielded. The
potentionoraeter conversion table is shown graphically in
Figure XXIX of Appendix A,
Static pressure taps feeding to a standard mercury
manometer board were located at 3" intervals alonr; the test
section, at the nozzle throat and exit, in the upper and
lower stagnation chamb-^ir-s and in the ejector tank. An
impact tube was placed In the lower stagnation chamber to
indicate velocity magnitude at that point.
The water injection rate v/as measured by means of the
flowmeter. The floT/meter calibration chart is included as
Figure XXX in^ the appendix.
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«nd th« inlet .ttag'm'' i«m ohi«b#r t«r;r|><fr8»tt-^'» wm feren^'it up
tf:^ the dei8ir#d vialtit#. fh« «j#<5tor '^rIv© was 0!;v#n#<l f -.il'l
dtirlai;^ this ^mrm-s.-p p-f>Tlo<l an<! aii^yji'ostlo fl««r-«ii ese^bliah^d
in the noatle, '^^slj^s* inject toti wan b«j3xsn s^fe %h«i twudt^irj rat©
'Ji#«lr»!^. I»Ti.<>t* to ri»ao ins ©3»#ratlnf* t«t'!»,p«if«.ttt3?e* ss 8t^i«ffa
fiorafttlon In th# Injootlon nfm^ms m^de it cliffi#ult to
©atjabXifih fl«p^ ftt l<Mf rs'.t.©® -rlth Mffi tomi>*M*«.tur#«« Aft#y
th« tms^y^Ti*tvsr^ hM<l «t»Ml.l8«sil» pi^»9itp« sm^fl t<»mt>«r«tui^
.*..p M«l^ ^0j«0 r^eordecl. T}-:» w^it^r Injoetion ?*at« ^/aa then
'.?'* t^.^r^i!: <l€wm tt» tla^ n*^3tt <5.««lr©d v«lu^ \yj n^Sixm ^r^f th« #tlr
and r?='e.«linc:«i ftj^ln riie©rd©d«
This r^i*oo®^^ uj** if?«ia oontlttu^fl until five or si^^ X' ^?
rate© hifid b<s©n radcrdod iaoluilin^ a rio-injaction n^.. A
Icmov liriit on ly&ter in^astion wses «satiibli«b«»d by tl:^©
insteblXlfey rmnoXtlng fr«a r>t©ai^. fonas-tion in th^ needies.
tl:ic upi>er liislt was t:Ut*n8inM by thd e«;>fi.«itj of tht* air
suppX7» i^ ^iMiXsr i>3?c>©0dtir« m^n usi^d for tnm» at ot)i®r
t<fe3penitur<»», aadi oth«r poaitioits ol' weter Inj^otioau '^^im
thf»0 injeetion txjuiti^is ehosen - noztlG' ©ntrftnofir, t>ireftt»
6»n.d oa:it - wsxnj d©tem«lned by th© p^eltlorilrji'j .-.f enXibrat^d
^-.mrka on th« injection tub© with r^ep«ict to the top of %h»
r.-t«;gmitio)3 oh®jab«r» 11i« iiij<&etioR tub* WS.& aeeuf^sa iJi ^KMllt.toa
b:r 0. look ittife. A det^lXod druarlBg of tho :^-«it®r iiiJ#ol;t02i
QjQt(m is shcaim la Flgu3M» IXXX of tii» appontUx.

£. Operating. Procedure - Subsonic:
The starting procedure was slniil&r to that for supersonic
runs. However, in this case, tho ejector valve was sloT.7ly
closed from ths open position until it \'i&s certai.i that the
flow in the test section ^v^as subsonic. The position of the
shod, in the test section was readily apparent and its notion
alon<3 the test section z:-n6. into the noazle was follov/ed by
the fluct-.cations of the itTiercury columns on the nanometer
board. Operation with a ?vlach no. near one at the throat
was extremely unstable and difficult to control by means of
the ejector valve. More precise control was obtained th-rough
the use of the v/ater spray bet^//een tho lower stagn.'tion
chamber and the ejector tanl^:. This permitted small changes




All data obtained is tabi;!-^ ted in Tables II - VII
o- the appendix. Ersphasir. 7-r.s placed on obtainiTig the following
inTorniation:
a. 'Effect of inlet temporr.tvrG on test section
pressi;j:'es for various rates of \vf tor injection,
b. I'ffoct of position of injection on test section
pressures for various aiTiomita of \irc.ter injection,
c. Effect of the rate of vrter injection on test
section pressLU'es for given tenperatiire conditions
ajid fixed positions of v/ater injection,
' ince the initial test section conditions can be more
.'-ccuratel^ deten-iined for tho case of \7ater injection at the
nozzle exit, a comparison of the oxperiinental results with
theoretical analysis ^7as mrde for this condition only,
.till zing rums nn.de at aji inlat temperature of ISvOO^R for both
the supersonic and subsonic cases. Other runs v;ere compared
purely on tlio basis of experimental results.
Figures III, IV and V shcv/ graphically the effect of
inlet teir.perature on end pressure Ip]^^) for various amounts
of water injection at supersonic ojid subsonic flow rates.
Figures VI - X show graphically the effect that wf tor
injection position (nozjzle entrance, thxToat, and exit) has on
end pressure for various rates of w-'ter injection.
Figures III, XI and XVIII show crajhically the effect of
water injection on static press-ore alon^; the test section for



































Test runs niomber 99 throu^^h 113 were made at room temperature
in an effort to determine the friction effect at various rates
of water injection for unevaporated water. TMs information
for the subsonic case - injection at nozzle exit - is plotted
in Figure III. The results in the supersonic
casr v/ere largely indeterminate in that the friction at even
small injection rates produced cho'xing effect in the test
section. The friction factor determined from the high
tem-perature dry runs was an approximation to the friction
factor under complete evaporation. The friction factors
determined from those dry runs with the injection needles at
the nozzle exit are as follows ;
Run Mach Ho. To^ f
48 1.60 1500OR. 0.0030
118 0.382 1500OR. 0.0048
Shocks in the test section were easily identified when present
and are Indicated with an asterisk in the tabulated data. A
shock was present in the tost section at approximately mid-
length in all dry supersonic runs, however, in the high
temperature runs it disappeared upon the injection of but
small amounts of water. Tlie initial Mach ni;iinbers obtained
in the supersonic dry runs varied from 1.80 with injection
needles at the nozzle exit to 1.9ii;' v/ith needles at the nozzle
entrance. Those of the subsonic runs varied from 0,382 to
0.392. An effort v/as made in all subsonic runs to keep the
Itlaoh number at the throat as near one as possible.
Impact tube readings for both supersonic and subsonic
runs made it apparent that the lov/er stagnation chamber was
acting more as a diffuser than as a stagnation chamber. Thus
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the ejector tani: pressure was used as the best indication of
exit stagnation pressure. Due to the ineffectiveness of
the lower stagnation chamber all supersonic runs except B6
through 96 were made with the air ejector valve wide open.
In the case of runs 86 through 96 an effort v;&s made to maintain
the shock at the test section exit.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. Criterion of Aerothermopressor Effectiveness;
The overall effectiveness of the aerothermopressor
is indicated by the ratio of exit stagnation pressure to
inlet stagnation pressure. Since the experimental equipment
failed to provide reliable loTjer stagnation chamber readings,
effectiveness can be compared only on the basis of static
pressure variation in the test section. Since in a supersonic
stream, friction is l-oiown to increase the static pressure and
cooling reduce it, the lowest ratio of exit to inlet static
pressure is the measr-re of greatest effectiveness. In subsonic
flow, the highest ratio of exit to inlet static pressure
indicates greatest effectiveness. Where plotted this ratio
is expressed as the ratio of test section exit pressure to
nozzle inlet pressure (^'i4/?i). Since t est section inlet
pressure w s found to vary somewhat with injection rate and
injection position, the relatively constant nozzle inlet
pressure provided the better reference.
3. Inlet Temperature Influence;
Figure III indicates the variation of test section
pressure with length for various rates of injection at room
temperature and 1500OR. for subsonic flow. The curves show
clearly the effect of evaporation in raising the downstream
static pressure. The positive slope in the upstream part of
the test section presumably represents a greater rate of
evaporation per unit length than in the downstream region.
It is noted that while drag effects at room temperatures are
increased with increased rates of injection, at 1500OR, they
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are reducod with Incr ased injection.
Figure IV expresses the variation of pressure ratio
with injection rote at various temperatures for the subsonic
case. The advantage of ISOO^H, is apparent hj hi^^her
P24,/p| ^'atios. The apparent disadvantage of the llOOOR. data
ia explained by th© suspected presence of a shook between
the no2;zle tliroat and exit, resulting; in appreciably higher
Mach nUiTiber at the test section entrance. Figure X
demonstrates the effect of injection rate on pressure ratio
for the supersonic case at various inlet temperatures. Th©
greatest net effectiveness is seen in the 1500<^R, run.
Since the amount of water for satiiration increases v/ith
increased temperature, the apparent reversal of slope in the
respective runs indicate possible saturation in the IIOOor,
and ISOOOii. runs. The greater effectiveness of the 1100<^R,
run at low injection rates suggests that time required for
evapors-tion is more important than temperature differential.
A lower velocity is associated with the lower tenperature ruii
at aporoximately constant i>iach number along the test section.
C, Position of Injection Influence:
Desirable injection features were thought to include
minimLun drop size, maximum dispersion throughout the gas
stream and minimum 8.cceleration drag. Three positi' ns of
injection - nozzle entrance, nozzle throat, and nozzle exit -
were selected for obtaining data and for analysis. For the
supersonic case, the nozzle entrance injectioxi v;as used for
minimum relative velocity, the nozzle throat for minimum
stresm area, and the nozzle exit for maximum relative velocity
a.id oasG of theoretical analysis. For the subsonic case, the
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nozzle entrance injection was used for minimum relative
velocity, nozzle throat for minimum stream area and maximura
relative velocity, and nozzle exit for theoretical analysis.
Figures VII and VIII iilustrete the effect of injection
position on pressure for the supersonic case at ISOO^JR. The
variation of pressure with length at constant injection rate
and with injection at entrance, throat and exit is illustrated
in Figure VII. Figure VIII represents the effect on pressure
ratio Gt various injection rates of the three positions of
injection. The apparent advantage of the entrance injection
position may be due to the fact that a higher Mach number
existed at the nozzle exit for this c-se. This advantage
is particularly apparent in comparing throat and entrance
curves with the exit curve of Figure VII,
Figures IX and X indicate the effect of injection position
on pressure for subsonic flow at 1500OR. Figiore IX illustra-
ting variation of pressure with length indicating an apparent
advantage for the entrance position of injection. This may
be due to a difference in nozzle exit Mach number. Figure X
depicting variation of pressure ratio with injection rate
indicates an advantage for throat or entrance injection over
exit injection for the region investigated.
D. 1-^ate of Water Injection Influence;
The variation of pressuji'e with injection rate for the
subsonic case is best observed in Figures IV, X, and XVIII. In
general, the effectiveness is seen to increase with increase
in Injection rate. It Is expected that such increase v/ould
continue to a point of stream saturation. In the subsonic
runs the capacity limit of the injection system pi-evented
sufficient data at higher injection rates to accurately
't©rt»a
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predict a saturation point. The inuTlGctions in the throat
and exit curves of Figure X possibly indicate points of
saturation.
The variation of pressure with injoction r;:te for
supersonic I'lov; is best seen in Figures V, VIII, and XI.
Again effectiveness is seen to increase with rate of injection.
Except for the llOQOR. r\m of Figure V, stream saturation is
not indicated in these curves.
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E« Analysis of Data ,vilth Respeot to Theory
1. Introduction; An effort was made to predict
theoretj.call2r thf) operr^tiozi of the constant area aerothormo-
pressor in tezrns of exit pressures, temperatures and Kach
number for given initial conditions. The method chosen was
tho analysis of a discontinuity using the control surface
technique suggested by 'Shapiro mid Hav/tJ02?ne(l) , For purposes
of analysis the following asa-oraptions v/ere made: Flow adiabatic,
liquid injection velocity zero and wall friction present,
'Ippendix C contains the derivation of the working equations
employed. The analysis was divided into two sections.
The first assumed complete evaporation at the test section
exit. Calculations r/ere made for test section exit conditions
using values of injection rate from zero to the amount
necessary for satiJiration rt the exit tc-mporature. These were
carried out for the subsonic and supersonic cases over a
range of friction factors frora zero to twico the dry run value.
Initial conditions were deter?iiined fro;^ dry run nozzle exit
conditions at ISOQOR. and ^vith e:d.t injection (runs #46 and #118).
These values are included in A }pondix G, The calculations were
plotted as exit pressure, te-nperature and iv.ach number vs. rate
of injection and conpared to tho experimental ros'-jlts of runs
with similar inlet conditions.
The second method assumed incomplete evaporation of the
liquid injected. The results of this calculation were plotted
as exit static pressure vs. percent evaporation for a
particular rate of injection. These calculations were made
over a range of friction factors for the tiubaonlc and supersonic
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cases. It was hoped, froni this Ir.ttor analysis to determine
from the test section static pressure readings and reasonably-
reliable friction data, an indication of the amount and history
of the evaporation in a particular rx\n.
2, Analysis of Supersonic Runs; Huns #48-52 were made
TTlth an inlet stagnation temperature of 1500OR. and water
injection at the no2^:le exit. Flguj:'e XI illustrates the
variation of pressure •with length for the injection rates
measured. The location of the shock In the dry run is indicated
by the pressure discontinuity. It is noted that the nozzle
exit Mach nuraber is somev/hat 1?3S for the ^'et runs than
for the. dry. T}.ig Inflection point noted in the upstream part
of the test section for the high injection rate rions. Is
interpreted as an indlcotion of liigher acceleration drag at
high ratfe of injection. .
Figures XII thru XV ahow calculated test section exit
conditions plotted vs. injection rate (complete evaporation
assumed) for the Initial conditions of run #48. On these figures
have been plotted the experimental points obtained from runs
of similar initial conditions. The Units of the calculated
curves are injection rate equivalent to saturation, and
minimum injection rate necessary for shock-free flov^^ in the
test section. This latter figure is seen to Incre.-se with
increased "riction factor (expressed In terms of fL/D),
Figure XII expresses the comparison of calculated and experimental
exit temperatures. As in the case of pressure, the temperature
readings of the lower stcgnation chamber do not reflect
stagnation conditions, nor are they equivalent to the exit
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coiifisuration rathop than magnitude la 2i£^nifioent, Tiiq
relatively constant temperature obtained for rc^.t:.^3 of Infection
in e.<:cJGSs ci* tlioae predicted for :3at"'Jiration surest that
sattu'-ation hcs -Gesn reached.
i''l£ure XIII depicta calculated test section exit
stagnation prGssijjce, T.:ie plotted experimental points
represent ejector tank pressure, Thoso values, though a
better me:.aure of stagncticn pressva-^e than obtained from
the lower stagnation chamber, ere less than test section exit
stagnation pressure by the pressure drop due to shock and
plpln^-r losses. Thus, r.^rain the shape rather than r.iagniti^de
is significant. The naxisiura indicated in tho region of «^ =0.14
suggests saturation at this point. The effect of injection
at rates in excess of tho a.tount that can bo evaporated is
increased drag manifost by a decrease in pressure.
Figure XIV illustrates calculated and mevsin'ed test
section exit pressufes, r.g&in the measured values indicate
an approach to saturation at hi^h values of water injection.
The presence of shock in the test section and absence of data
at low T/ater inject on rates gives little information for
that portion of the curve, liov/ever, over the range of
laeasured data, the points fall alon^ a line of increasing
friction f j^ctor. This config-aration would indicate an
increase in friction \7ith increased injection rates.
Contributing also, is the stroi-i^; possibility of only partial
evaxDoration of the water injected,
Fig-ux-e XV shows the variation in tust flection exit Mach
nxanber with injection rate, iathcugii expei'ijiental results
appear to substantiate the increase in I'lach nurr^ber i/ith injection
rate, the lack of reliable exit stagnation temperature or

pressure data m; de it impossible to determine an accurate
experimental exit Mach mjinber.
Figure XVI depicts calculated curves of test section
exit pre'sure vs. percent of woter evaporated for an injection
rate of <*J:=0.10"5. It is noted that this injection rate is
considerably less than the amount predicted for saturation at
anticipated friction factors. The analysis of complete
evaporation indicated a variation in friction factor v^rith
rate of injection. This v/as borne out by estimates of the
friction factor made for room temperature subsonic runs at
various injection rateo (see Fig. XXVII), It was further
found that the friction factor in the room temperature runs
was of the order of twice the 15000R, dry run value. As the
friction factors computed for dry runs at room temperature
v/ere similar to those computed for dry runs c.t 1500^-R,, it
was assumed that the room temperature wet run friction factor
was a reasonable approxims.tion to the friction factor due
to unevaporfited wo.ter at 1500OR.
It was assumed that the mean friction factor for a
particular run would lie somewhere between the dry run value
and that of unevaporated v/ater at that temperature.
Unfortunately, it v/as not possible to obtain estimates of the
room temperature friction factor with v/ater injection for
supersonic runs, inasmuch as the introduct on of but negligible
amounts of v/ater produced a choking effect resulting in subsonic
flow throughout tho test section (Fig. VI shows this effect).
Thus for the supersonic case, the mean friction factor was
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Is equivalent to an fL/D of 0.09, The measured exit
pressure for run #52 has been plotted as a point on the curve
of fl/B=o,09, This Indicates evaporation of 10$ of the water
injected for that run. It is apparent that had the ir.ean
friction factor been greater, a greater percentage of evaporation
could be expected. Figure XVII represents the variation of
orcent evaporation over length of test section. This curve
was obtained from the measuj»ed values of pressure along
the test section for run ^52, an assumed mean friction factor,
and Figure XVI, Tlie variation of evaporation -''ith length
suggests that for the supersonic case the maxirauin rate of
evaporation is not reached until approximately the middle of
the test section, or following the initial acceleration. This
may be attributed to relatively greater time for evaporation
in the downstream section, as the theoretical calculations
indicate a decrease in velocity from the tost section inlet
to exit. However, the lack of more precise friction
information introduces a .-serious uncertainty,
5. Analysis of Subsonic Runs i Runs #114-118 v/er© made
with an inlet stagnation temperature of 1500OR, and water
injection at the nozzle exit. Figure XVIII illustrates the
variation of pressure with length for the injection
rates measured. It is noted that the nozzle exit I.iach number
is somewhat greater for the wet runs than for the dry runs.
Figures XIX-XXII sho?/ calculated test section exit
conditions plotted vs. injection rate (cornplGte evaporation
assumed) for the initial conditions of rfjin #118, On these
figures have been plotted the experimental points obtained
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that in the subsonic case there is no noticeable change
in the amount of water necessary for saturation at different
friction factors. Figure XIX depicts calculated and Lieasured
test section exit temperatures. Variation in friction factor
over the range calculated had no appreciable effect on exit
static temperature. The difference in stagnation and static
temperfituro is seen to be slight for relatively low Mach
numbers. It is noted that for the same inlet stf.gnr.tion
temperatures, the exit and mean test section static temperature
is higher than for the supersonic case. ITils results in a
greater rate of injection for saturati n in the subsonic case,
as v/el3. as a greater temperature difference between hot gas
and injection water. The deviation of measured temperature from
predicted values is believed due to radiation losses from
the thermocouple in the lower stagnation chamber. The close
agreement at low temperature and Increasing lack of agreement
at higher temperatures supports this contention. Although
the upper thermocouple was believed to be effectively shielded,
radiation losses in the upper stagnation chamber admit the
possibility of a somev/hat higher inlet stagnation temperature
than measured.
Figure }CX illustrates the variation of exit Mach number
with injection rate obtained from calculation. The Mach number
is seen to decrease v;lth increased injection for the case of
subsonic flow. Though this decrease was evident from measured
data, lack of sufficiently reliable temperature and pressure
data precluded accurate determinr.tion of experimental exit
Mach niJimber values.

























exlt pressure measi;.red in ruxi #114, The percent evaporation
obtained i&O^t) was used to obtain a refined mean friction
factor. This ia illustrated in Figure XXVIII. It is noted
that the assumption of friction fsLctor variation v.dth length
is to some extent arbitrary. The corrected mean friction
factor indicated 8Z>% evaporation. Vu'ith this point and
measured pressure readings alon.^ the test section (plotted
in Figure XXV) it was possible to obt-: in in Figure :-.X.VI the
variation of percent evaporation with length for the injection
rate of run #114, The decrer^sinr rate of evaporation with
lenr-th is believed due to the appreciably greater tenperature
differences between hot gas and injecterl water in the upstream
portion of the test section. It is realized that the
preceding analysis is not rigorous. It is considered
reasonable, and offers qualitc.tive information as to the
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The follov/ing conclusions drawn from the investigation,
supply specifically to aerothsrmopressor operation at atriospheric
inlet pressure ^j^ith an initial Mach number of approximately
2,0 for supersonic flow, and approxlT)i?-tely 0,4 for subsonic
flow. In a qualitative ser.se they are believed arjplicable
to the successful design of any aerothermopressor,
1, In supersonic and subsonic operation, effectiveness
increases with rate of injection to a maximxjin at or
"near the point of stream saturation,
2, With axial water injection, the position of injection
has a marked influence on the test section entrance
Mach number. For the supersonic case, the Mach number
decreases as the injection point is moved from nozzle
entrance to exit. In the subsonic case it increases,
3, In supersonic operation effectiveness increases with
increase in inlet temperature.
4, The increase in exit stagnation pressure du;-: to water
injection is greater foi^ supersonic operation than for
subsonic operation,
5, For a i^^iven rate of injection and incomplete evaporation,
more water is evaporated in subsonic operation than
in supersonic.
6, For a given masc rate of air flov/, the amomt of water
that may be evaporated is greater in the subsonic case
than in the supersonic caae.
7, A greater percentage of the water injected is evaporated




8. Wall friction in snail scale tests has a markod influence
on aerotherinopressor effectiveness. The effective friction
factor may exceed 150^b of the dry run value. The average
friction factor along the test section increases with
increased wt.ter injection rate,
9, A test section length of approximately four f e: t for thiv:.
test setup is necessary to obtain complete evaporation with
saturated exit conditions for both subsonic and supersonic
flow.
10» ^ An increased tost section diameter and an effective diffuser
is essential for successful operation under either subsonic
or supersonic conditions,
11, - The method of theoretical analysis employed is considered to
adequately predict exit conditions. Its success is dependent
upon reliable estimates of friction factor. It is not as
effective in providing information on the variation of
effects with length along the teat section as for predicting
end conditions.

VI . Ri-XOm'.EHDA TI ONS
1, It is suggested that further analysis be made of data
obtained at llOOOR. aiid ISOOOR, inlet temporati.ipes, and
at 1500OR, with Injection at no2;:ile throat and entrance.
2, In order to obtain further supersonic data with the present
nozzle, it is recoimnended that the test rjection be shortened
approximately six inches to eliminate choklnp; effects, the
loaer stagnation chairftjer increased in size, and a
diffusor :ie fitted to the test section exit. The latter
would provi4e more reliable stagnation pressures and a
better ine sure of the net effectiveness as an
aerothermopressor.
5, To obtain better subsonic data, it is reooim-iended that a
converging nozzle be e-.nployed, designed to deliver a
hi her subsonic T.ach number than the present nozzle. The
present design, intended primarily for supersonic operation,
resulted in unstable behavior and an inlicrent lo^? Iviach
nimber when operated under subsonic conditions.
4. In further subsonic tests, it is recommended that the
water injection system be modified to pemlt greater
injection rates. This would entail use of higher air
pressure or a redesign of injection needles to p.'rmit
greater flow rates at present pressure.
5. Tost data indicates the present design conservative. It
is believed that the Gas Turbine Laboratory air ejector
and gas furnace capacity will supiyo^rt a greater mass rate
of flow. A test section diameter o-^' about 3 inches is

considered feasible. The resultant reduction in v/all
friction should considerably improve performance in both-




Di^Tl^RJuIN,/ TIQN CF TEST E^..;:iPKEflT Gli/VH/.CTEKISTICS
,/l'^i
-6«*
A. Basis of Deslp;n of Corrrjonents
:
^Hith the temperature limited to the llOOO to 15000R, range
end the furnace limited fror.i previous tests to about 0.2 lbs,
of air per- second, combinations of Mach nuriber, ai'ea ratios and
lengths for these limitations v.-cre tabulated in Table I. The
table VYas analyzed tc select th2 best coiibination of length
and Mach number which vrould give a reasonably high Mach nuiriber
under subsonic operation.
TABL
TABULATION OF l^iOZZLS-TEST SECTION
CMRACTERISTICS FOR I.IAGH NWBERS AND FLOW HATES

























1000 ISOO 1000 itoo 1000 1500
0.827 1.01 1.65 2.02 2.475 O.03
1,024 "J 1 27 i.4:^e l.SC 1.772 1.96
Q.072 1.1B7 1.9^^14 2.375 2.91 3.56
1.112 1,228 1.5^' 1,755 1.923 2.125
12, G 15.91" 17,8''' 19. G5'' 21.8" 24.1"
1,.144 1.40 2. 28 5 2,797 3.,425 4,.20
1,.204 1.332 1,702 1.S83 2,.085 2,.31
12,.5G" 24.96" 31.9" 55.25" 39,.1" 43,.3"
1.394 1.704 2.78 3.41 4.17 c. ,11
1.33 1.47 1,8S 2.08 2.3 2. 54i




The following characteristics wore set fro. i analysis of Table I:
Air Flow Rate ~ 0.214 lbs. air per second
Diameter of Test Section ~ l.;:25"
Supersonic Maoh number - 2,0
Subsonic Mach number - 0.35
Area of No- zle - 1.0824 Sq. In,
Length of Test Section - 3S"
Figure aXXII shows details of the test section-nozzle design.
3. Nozzle Pes inn
i
The design of the noszle to produce a Mach number of
2,0 at the e.xit wcs based on Foelsch(6) design criteria for
supersonic nozzles. The exit diameter w<os fixed hj the straight
smooth heat conduction tube which was reaJily available. For
this project, a length of l«r.25" I.^V, copper-nickel tubini:; was
used. The Foelsch design was -iiodified to incorporate a 7?;0
included an^^le in the ...iffuser section of the nozzle to permit
its moi-'e efficient ase in subsonic tests. Straight sections
were included at the throat and exit of the nozzle for inclusion
of pressure taps. The nozzle des-ign details are shown in
Figure X^vXII,
C, Test Section Desip:nt
The test section was an available straight section of
1,525" I.D. ccpoer-nickel tubing with oressurs taps every 3"
alon^f its length. Figure -X^vXII shov/s the details of assor.ibly of
the test section and nozzle, A diffuser was not included at the
exit of the- test section as the predicted pressure drop tlirough
the tost section was well witbiii the av;^*lable drop of
14 psla.
D. Water Injection Equipment;




injection systera were axial injection and hi£:h Initial velocity,
A::ial injection v/as possible by running the injection tube through
the toi5 of the upp^r stagnatiDn ohainber. The assiarned r^.te
of injoction vnn 0,1 lbs, of wrter per lb. of air for
'^01~-''"^'^^°''^'*
^'^'^-- ^^'-i-'tii 1-1=2. 0. This was desired ba&ed on th©
analysis of the ar.iount of v/ater necessary for stroiLn saturation
jnder these initlicx conditions.
With this floYf of tenter and a predicted air flow at
M=2,0 of 0,214 lbs, air per second it -.vas necess&ry to inject
0.02 lbs', v/ater per second or 72 lbs, waoer per hour, 'with
a press^oi^e uf j.100 psicu on tlie \;t.ter, ::.t woulci be possible
to attain 400'/sec. injection velocity. This is :'. ar from
the 4000»/sec. reqi.ir-ed for n-^. dra^; at i..=;j,o.
If 400'/sec, injection velocity and 0,o>' lbs, vmter/
second flov: v/ere "\soc.,
'ije
- 0.(J00112 Sq, In,
Four Holes = Area = #"4^/4 = 0.000112
Hole DiRiTieter = 0.00596"
This diameter is considered too small to preclude fouling.
Using the same proced^jre for city water pressure, the
following- results were obtained?
Velocity '^rff^^fo^ x 12 = lOO'/sec. ^2)
Area = 0,000443
Diameter using four holes = 0,01066"
In view of the r.bove preliminary calculations, it was
decided to use six inject on hy;oderraic needles 0,025" I.D,

-5S-
These v<:ere si-Xficiently IsiTe to resist foulin^^ and in
a readily a\ailfble sly.e, Atter.-pting to obtain high
velocity injoction r/t.g considered unf eariible beceuse of
the hifli presEii.re requiren.>ents, Thft needles were mounbed in
the injection ti;.be at' sLoi?='n in I'Mp-ure XXXJII and the inlection
tvbe nounted fit; zbc^n in ri,rure X^'Jf.T, The needle? 7/ore mrde
6" lon,^_" to psrr'it ^:: eir r -selling into the teet section without
aerioiio Interference with flow «t the throat. The six needle
pattern gives ;^:oGd flov dijstribution.
The water reservoir tenk was used for water injection,
Tlie tan: vas filled fror.i the city v/fter pressure r-ift.nifold and
after fillinr: wrs connected to t}:ie iicteT injection tube through
the floiTineter, lir pressure ^ms placed on the water tank through
the pressure regulating valve. This valve ^p.n controlled
nic.nunlly i or tjio Yi-ater flcv^ rrte desired In the flowmeter,
A cons-i-Fnt rir presFure y/as iriaintpinod on the woter in the
tank by the air nrresure regulating valve* This resulted
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C speed of sound
D test section diaitseter
f friction coefficient of duct (T^/i^ pV^}
h enthalpy per unit mass
k ratio of specific heat (Cp/Cy)
M mach number
L length of test section
P static pressure
pQ isentropic stagnation pressure
T absolute ten^erature
Tq absolute stagnation tenq^erature
R gas constant
V velocity of stream
w mass rate of flow
yi molecular weight
p mass density of stream
r^j shearing stress on walls of duct
CO ratio of mass rate of flow of evaporated liquid
to mass rate of flow of gas
u^ ratio of Kiass rate of flow of liquid to mass rate
of flow of gas
)^ refers to section 1, test section entrance
)2 refers to section 2, test section exit
)^ refers to gas
)s refers to evaporated liquid
}^ refers to liquid
'»11>^&1L&:,
.?4-




2) Lic^id Vsiocity •
3) i^aXX Friction Included
A* Coe^Xete Evaporstion at Section 2*
-^—c z' r / / /' / r / ^ <-j^
-^ W^ (W^^ Ws)-
Wi,
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Cegabini.n9 (4)» (5), and |6)t
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Corobininq (3) and (S):
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B«irriting:
ir.JiA.11 wMlTIW .mil K iMtUK I »>>(» » i i ilA<fe i. '.. Ill 1
)
/Vo I
(12) 4ind (13) coialviaad to yive wor.iiiig ©qua tion* ?^.«$uXtant
•<|u«ti«m soiv«d by trial an4 error dl^taiaing values of <.i«
for ag®.iaia«d valu«» m T^*
v'^lu^s of
..22 ©btain«d from co^ = to ..i^ * ^^
iNh«r«
—«——il^. end h-i"j «* h^^.
Siac« p|^, i|, V-|_, aiKi Mj, ari& kaowsfi initial eonciitioas and
T^ assumed, p2» ^2* **^*^ ^*2 *^^ ^* ofotai,A«d fj^ors th« abave
relations Cor « p^irxic^jiax (02* pqj^, Tqj^, Pq2» ^^«^ %2 ^^






v4ierej K " Kq + K
3. Inc.or?^l0tc Evaporation at Section 2.
/ f / y ^ ^ y r j^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y y
^1


















Cor-ibining (10) and (lo) and re-AXitingj
D ' 2 '
CcMnbining (19) and (7):
Pi i^^
(^^g •.)§*% *|ia*|2))>o (20)








(^a2 - Hal) "» ^'^2(H$2 - ^\l) * (^-Ll ~ "2)(ia2 * '^'^LX)
- (1 •^'^Ll)X2^. li^ (2;1
Solving (22) for Vo $

•.79«
!2 J^''^^''il^*¥''^^^''^l'^^ " n ii .r«n i , .. i iirr^i i , OZm*. i JSsijj
(23)
COHbiaing (7) nod {23)t
(24)
^u>^
me 9rap>;i<riii teluiictfi 0i {all diicl (24) fn^ varies AtiiaeMKi
vaXu#« of T2» 9lv«t s plot of tli« vwd.»tion ©f ^a/P^ ^^*^*
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